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Colonial Military Administration

The Colonial Military Administration is a branch of the military set up to help oversee newly established
colonies; it was created in EE 002-v. The C.M.A. is provided with its own small military force whose sole
purpose is to protect planets on a temporary basis until a proper defense can be constructed and an
actual government can be set up. The administration is also responsible for all logistical demands of a
new colony including the transportation of colonists, supplies, and building materials amongst other
things.

General
Parent Organization: Shukara Volunteer Navy

Parent Branch: High Command
Faction: Kingdom of Neshaten
Status: Active

History

The Colonial Military Administration or C.M.A. was formed in EE 002-V or in Yamatai calendar in YE 37.
They provided support to newly established colonies that came under the flag of the Kingdom of
Neshaten. The Shukara Volunteer Navy has provided more ships to the C.M.A. after the activity of
Netrunu'marol after their publically announcement of admitting to the bombing of Dayr and My'leke
camps in EE 004. While there were no problems from these colonies by the Netrunu'marol, High
Command made the executive decision to keep the C.M.A. busy with patrols and observation of these
systems and act accordingly. The patrols intensified after the potential arrival of a new terrorist group
that has yet to publicly claim their deeds.

Assets

The following is a listing of assets presently under the Colonial Military Administration, marked with (L)
are leading vessels of that star system:

Navy
S-CMA Jui'kashe (L) - U'varun

5x Litos'kan Class
S-CMA Uaste'ee (L) - Jui'varen

2x Ki'stra Patrol Class
2x Litos'kan Class

S-CMA Poi'craute (L) - Nomenshan
1x Ki'stra Patrol Class
3x Litos'kan Class

Militias
U'varun Militia of UniCom
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Jui'varen Militia of UniCom
Nomenshan Militia of UniCom

OOC Note

The article was original created by Kyle on 2015/10/08 09:24. It got revived and updated by Rawolfe.
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